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HOME PAGE BANNER TAGLINES
Shree Angan –
1. The Perfect Combination of Art and Technology
2. Where Art Meets Heart
3. Create Masterpieces for Lifetime

HOME PAGE DESCRIPTION CONTENT
ABOUT SHREE ANGAN –
Shree Angan was established in 1992 as a trading company and by 200203 it spread all across the country. In the same year manufacturing
and processing unit was set up and the company became a private
limited. In 2006, we took a step further and set up the first granite
manufacturing and processing unit in Rajsamand. In 2011-12 we started
using minerals as raw materials in the manufacturing of vitrified
tiles which garnered extremely positive response. In 2014-15 Shree
Angan ventured into designer flooring which were ready to fix. Our
primary focus is on manufacturing and technology. We strive hard to
achieve supreme quality with everything that we manufacture.

COLLECTIONS PAGE
Natural Stones –
Natural stones, as the name suggest has a natural beauty which is
unbound by time. It is the combination of very vital minerals from all
around the world which help in giving a luxurious, stylish and world
class look to the rooms.
Natural stone contain a collection of granite, marble, onyx,
travertine and limestone that complement perfectly with the different
delicate colors. It is the impeccable workmanship and technology which
help in giving world class quality natural stones.
Natura Collection –
When culture and talent cohesively are worked upon then magic is
created. The Shree Angan Natura Collection was created when passion

and love for natural surroundings met the talented hands of
workmanship. This exclusive collection brings out the true beauty from
the surface original designs and structures.
Texture+ Collection –
This particular collection helps in creating the best of original
textures out of the plain surfaces. The surroundings will get the most
elegant feel with the perfect tones, shades and gradients.
Woodstone Collection –
The Shree Angan Woodstone collection is one of its kind collections
which help in creating exclusive marbles while having the best of
shapes in the collection. Different combinations help in giving the
flooring a unique design.
Brickstone Collection –
A variety of shapes and perfect lines help in defining the Brickstone
Collection. With the help of technology, Shree Angan creates beautiful
brickstone collection which is eco-friendly and has geometrical shapes
and structures.
Jurassic Collection –
With this collection, every piece is unique. These are created out of
natural phenomenon which caused millions of mollusks to settle down on
the sea bed. The shells which were created millions of years back due
to heat and pressure metamorphosed into marble. The limestone is
preferred due to its heterogeneous nature.
Luxury Collection –
This exclusive collection has creativity in its core. Its design has
the finest of materials. The collection has class and elegance which
comes with a lot of sophistication and finesse. With the correct
combination of style and authenticity, elegant solutions are provided.
Stone Trends –
The different work techniques help in creating marvels. The unique
compositions help in giving the room a whole new look of style and
elegance.

STONE ART –

The use of stone in the best way possible is what makes our stone art
impeccable. Beautiful creations which are formed with the help of
formidable passion matched with god gifted talent. The entire process
of stone art is compelling and gives outstanding results.

LIFESTYLE –
This collection helps you in identifying how you can decorate your
house, office, restaurant, café, fitness centres etc. Our wide
collection helps you achieve everything that you have ever imagined
with precision and perfection. We enable you to think out of the box,
think creatively and achieve it all comfortably.

VALUES –
Shree Angan established more than 15 years ago still lives to dream,
dream big and achieve big every single time. We as a private limited
company aim to achieve the next big thing with new skill sets. Our
workforce is dedicated towards customer satisfaction fully and it
always remains the top priority.
We are skilled and talented to provide and deliver new unique designs.
Our enticing designs also have the right input of technology which
comes from the technical expertise of our workforce. Shree Angan
believes in absolute customer satisfaction and strives hard to achieve
it at any cost.

CONTACT US –
We are a company always open to talent, feedbacks and queries. Shree
Angan encourages any sort of opinions because we believe that it will
help us be better.

